Ukraine: Photo steam around Ternopil 07.-12.10.2019
COME AND SEE WITH US …
to the West Ukaine are located a lot of intersting lines through a hilly landscape near the border to Romania. Lines and
villages remember to the former Soviet-Union, when steam trains were something commonplace. It is an hard job to find
good locations for steam photos in the 21th century. The depot of Lviv ist he home of two steam locomotives, builded in
the 50ties: L-3535/Л-3535 (2-10-0) and Er-797-86 /Эр-797-86 (0-10-0). One or both oft them will take a authentic photo
train through this varied landscape. We are looking for ambitious steam enthusiasts to come with us for such an event.
Dmitry & Henry
If You know friends are interested too please reroute this call.

WHAT WILL YOU AWAIT?
 07.10.19.: individual trip to the city of Lviv / Ukraine. Meeting points in the afternoon on the railway
station Lviv and the Lviv (LWO) airport. Bus transfer to an hotel (6 nights included, all single rooms
without supplement) in the Ternopil-region.
 08.-11.10.19: After the breakfast and the transfer to our steam train full-day programme by steam,
many runpasts and photostops. Our train is quite alone on the tracks and there will be much time for
pictures! The steam engines will have the traditional red star in front. To all locations guided in English
and German language by Dmitry and Henry.
 12.10.19: after a early breakfast transfer by bus return to Lviv airport / railway station, end of the tour.
Our charter train will be a freight with 8-10 older coaches. A night session will be held in a station if possible.
Orgainzer: Dmitry Babarika / Дмитрий Бабарика, Voskresenska street building 7, flat 67, 02660 Kiew (Ukraine)
 Contact in English & German language to Henry Riedel e-mail: plandampfteam@online.de
We are two experienced photo enthusiasts looking for perfect places to share You interests with other friends. The
pictures are a preview of the lines we like to take You away too.

INCLUDED: photo licence by the ukrainian railway, transfers from/to Lviv, steam trains, 6 nights in standard
hotel, single-rooms (no supplement), breakfast included, travelling in the steam train to the photopoints, guide
in English and German. Please note, that the tour is exhausting! Taking part oft he tour will be on Your own risk.
 Price for 6 days round trip from/to Lviv = 1590,00 €**, deposit for binding reservation = 390 €.
 Deadline for covering the costs = 05.07.2019 – otherwise cancellation the tour and deposits return.
 Bank account IBAN: DE88 2004 1144 0709 9153 05, comdirect bank AG Hamburg, holder: Henry Riedel
 Changes in details / cancellation is a subject of change. Small group only - limited amount of members.
How to get to Lviv? Lviv is a bigger ukrainian city nearby the Polish border. To Ukraine mostly no visa needed. The former „Lemberg“
belonged to the austrian-hungarian monarchy and is a lovely old city too. There are trains from Poland and international flights e. g.
from Poland, Germany, UK, Italy, Austria + more international destinations via Kiew (trains and domestic flights Kiew - Lviv). We can
book for You tickets for the Intercity train between Przemysl/Poland and Lviv. We are far away from the crisis region of Krim and Donezk.
** additional tipping for the railway staff requested

